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DELSEY Announces New President of North America

BILL LIPPE JOINS DELSEY LUGGAGE INC. AS PRESIDENT OF NORTH AMERICA. THIS move follows the retirement of David Bieber, after more than 14 years of dedicated service as the head of DELSEY. Lippe brings a thorough knowledge of the luggage industry and extensive experience developing sales channels with department stores and specialty shops.

“His previous roles with global brands recognized for flagship style and superior craftsmanship position him to seamlessly integrate the exclusive DELSEY values,” says Guenther Trieb, DELSEY Group CEO. “He also brings a track record of strategic planning, innovation, organizational effectiveness and category management, driving profit and increasing market share.” As the president, Lippe will be responsible for efficient and effective development and implementation of the overall commercial/customer strategy and business plan for the North American market, including the U.S. and Canada.

Eagle Creek Welcomes New VP

NEDRA FABITO HAS BEEN NAMED EAGLE CREEK’S VP OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT. A key part of the Product team, Fabito is responsible for leading the company’s efforts in developing, managing and maintaining the Eagle Creek product business unit and providing leadership and vision to drive product design innovation activities for the brand. Fabito comes to Eagle Creek with 20+ years of experience as a product and brand developer in the apparel, accessories, gear and travel products areas, creating brand equity and value for multiple companies.

Secure Luxury Techcessories Maker Appoints New CEO, Board Members

IWALLET CORPORATION HAS NAMED JACK CHADSEY AS its new CEO, replacing Steve Cabouli, who will continue to serve as president and a member of the board of directors. Chadsey’s retail career includes senior executive positions with premier retailers, including May Department Stores Company, Kohl’s, Dayton Hudson, Target and Sunglass Hut International where, as president and CEO, he led the company through an IPO and a major international expansion strategy. Since leaving Sunglass Hut, Chadsey has been involved in the private retail sector, providing equity capital, board representation and operating management expertise to specialty retailers.

iWallet has also appointed three new members to its board of directors: Carl Rosen, former COO of Bulova, the international consumer luxury goods company; Charles Ng, VP of sales at NEXT Biometrics and the former North American director of sales for Fingerprint Cards and sales director for Authentec, a biometric fingerprint technology; and Anthony Durkacz, EVP of the investment firm First Republic Capital Corporation.

L.C. Industries, Inc.™ Hires Channel Manager

TREVOR BENDING WILL BE L.C. INDUSTRIES’ FIRST CHANNEL MANAGER. BENDING brings a wealth of experience from his former jobs at REI and OpticsPlanet, where he was primarily responsible for sales, product development and digital marketing. In his new position, Bending will further develop the outdoors products portfolio and brand strategy of Lewis N. Clark®.

[Product]

‘Your First Step in Travel’

CLOUDZ® INTRODUCES A TIMELY SOLUTION with its Face Mask & Gloves Set to help travelers limit their exposure to airborne particulates and fluids with high filtration efficiency. The mask has dual straps for a secure fit; the gloves are made of soft latex. Both items fold neatly, tuck easily into handbags, briefcases or carry-on cases and are disposable. One size fits most. MSRP $5.99-$7.99. For more information, visit www.Cloudz.com or contact info@Cloudz.com.

Limit your exposure during travels with Cloudz® Face Mask & Glove Set.

Relief for Your Feet

DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA BY REJUVA, these moisture-wicking Argyle RejuvaSocks® feature the cushioned feel of a sport sock along with a wide toe box for extra wiggle room, a comfortable top band that holds without binding and graduated compression so they are tightest at the ankle and looser above. Latex-free, the socks are knit in warm neutrals for an easy match with your favorite slacks, shorts or jeans and are ideal for travel and long periods of sitting or standing. The hidden graduated compression will relieve tired, swollen, achy feet and legs. MSRP $29.99. Visit www.RejuvaHealth.com for more information.
All-New Edition of Heys’ Fashion Spinners

THE NEXT GENERATION OF HEYS’ POPULAR FASHION SPINNERS is this three-piece set (21”, 26”, 30”) sporting new styling and all-new features. With a polycarbonate shell — curved for sophistication — and unique frameless design, this lightweight and flexible luggage has durable and smooth 360° spinner wheels, a lightweight aircraft aluminum trolley system, gel-cushioned top and side handles and ergonomic zipper pullers. The set comes in seven prints featuring designs inspired by the latest runway trends and colors. Case interiors are fully lined with a stylish patterned fabric and have a zipped-in divider with two mesh pockets and a buckled compression strap offering two extra handy storage pockets. All three sizes have a zipper-released expansion system allowing for an extra 20% in packing capacity and each piece comes with a built-in TSA-accepted lock. MSRP $489.97. Contact 877-488-4397 or sales@HeysLuggage.com or visit www.Heys.com.

A Trio of New Collections

RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS UNVEILS THE Venice Superlight (MSRP $280/$340/$380) in glossy, ridged polycarbonate in black and teal coral. Comprising 24” and 28” 4-Wheel Uprights and a 20” 4-Wheel WheelAboard™ with a smooth-gliding spinner wheel system, the collection has a cushioned top carry handle and a built-in combination TSA-accepted lock. The company’s Topanga Canyon Collection ($200/$260/$320) in grooved polycarbonate is sleek and sturdy and offered in a bold color palette of black, white and teal. Pieces include 24” and 28” 4-Wheel Uprights and a 20” 4-Wheel WheelAboard™, each with a mesh divider for see-through organization; ergonomically designed handle; and a dual spinner wheel system. Both collections offer Ricardo’s “split book” style opening.

From Ricardo Beverly Hills’ premium RBH line comes the Bel Aire ($140-$480), a beautiful 11-piece collection of soft bags in charcoal and wine constructed of durable 1680 ballistic nylon protected with Nano-Tex™ and featuring a lightweight, impact-resistant tray and 360° smooth and quiet spinner wheels. To learn more about these collections, visit www.RicardoBeverlyHills.com.

Two Coveted Collections for Men

ACCESSORY HEADQUARTERS (AHQ) unveils its Christian Lacroix Collection (MSRP $148-$548) of tech-friendly duffles, totes and messenger bags developed specifically for the stylish man on-the-go. Constructed from premium leather and ballistic nylon, collection pieces are designed with technology in mind, with each bag featuring ample pockets and closures specially engineered to help the wearer stay organized and protect technology accessories.

AHQ’s contemporary Versace 19.69 Collection in leather and ballistic nylon features a wide range of high-quality bags that exude a classic, timeless aesthetic infused with a modern sensibility. Crafted from durable leathers and textiles, each bag is roomy enough to handle all of the essentials yet stylish enough to add a hint of luxury to a gentleman’s look. Retails range from $128-$498. For more information about either collection, email info@AHQ.com.

Immaculately constructed, AHQ’s Christian Lacroix Collection is a finely wrought fusion of high-quality, functional fashion.

Versatile Lunch Bag

JONTN INTRODUCES ITS INSULATED LUNCH BAG COOLER WITH top-zip opening. Made of the highest quality 600d polyester for extra durability and toughness, this washable and waterproof bag with thermal lining can do double duty as a bottle cooler/bottle warmer bag. Available in a variety of patterns and prints, the bag can be toted by its adjustable, removable shoulder strap or padded carry handle. MSRP $18. For more information, contact Emma Pan at Emma@Jontn.com or visit www.Jontn.com.

Jontn’s insulated lunch bag is available in multiple colors.
**One Size Fits All Poncho**

LIGHTWEIGHT, WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE, LiteGear Bags’ Kompressor Poncho stows into its own pouch and can be carried as its own bag for the ultimate convenience and easy transport. The poncho features an adjustable waist belt for hands-free carrying, taped seams, two pockets (one to stow poncho in), double placket front zipper and adjustable hood. When open, the poncho can be placed flat to double as a ground cover. Made of 100% polyester, it is available in slate gray and mallard green. MSRP $39. For more details, visit www.LiteGearBags.com.

Pack light and tight with LiteGear Bags’ versatile Kompressor Poncho.

---

**Pathfinder GEAR Adds to Collection**

TIMED PERFECTLY FOR HOLIDAY TRAVEL, PATHFINDER LUGGAGE FROM 24/7 International has added new styles to its GEAR Collection. Targeting the outdoor, casual lifestyle, Pathfinder GEAR is perfect for travelers looking for an alternative to traditional structured luggage. The GEAR Collection was launched with a full range of rolling duffels in black, olive and Realtree® camo. Now, added to the assortment are the Burro Bag and a 20” Convertible Carry-on. Both offer generous packing capacity and flexibility to fit almost anywhere. The Burro Bag is a carry-on and daypack that can connect for easy transport or separate for dedicated use. Hidden backpack straps provide an additional carry method when the terrain requires a lift off from the ground. MSRP $99-$199.99. For more information, visit www.PathfinderLuggage.com.

Pathfinder GEAR now offers even more choices in casual bags.

---

**Must-Have for Selfie Generation**

THE XSHOT CAMERA EXTENDER IS A camera accessory ideal for every traveler, from the adventure seeker or gadget geek to the leisure or solo traveler to those shutterbugs who have been left out of photographs because they are the ones taking them. The XShot attaches to any mobile phone or compact camera and is then pulled open to add as much as 30”+ of reach to your camera. When finished, XShot collapses down to under 7” to stash away in your bag or pocket. Perfect for taking group shots and a must-have for the selfie generation, this handy gadget can be used with any lightweight camera or mobile phone. MSRP $29.95. To see the XShot and other accessories, visit www.XShot.com.

XShot creates innovative extender poles, mounts and other travel-ready products that are made to last.

---

**Safety and Sophistication in Saffiano Accessories**

PERSONAL ACCESSORIES GET A LUXE LOOK in this Saffiano leather collection from Royce Leather. A petite bow wallet in black with RFID blocking technology embedded into it (MSRP $55) is a charmer complete with pockets for currency, credit cards, IDs and a convenient outside zippered pocket. A larger model ($99.99) with compartments, credit card slots and zippered pockets is available in black and Baltic blue. Royce’s Accordion Card Wallet with Anti Theft Technology ($50) in refined Saffiano leather in black holds credit and debit cards, bank and business cards plus driver’s license in five internal pockets. Its RFID Blocking Key Case Wallet ($60), available in black and Baltic blue, is leather-lined, features silver hardware to secure keys and has an inside pocket for currency or credit cards. To see all collection pieces, visit www.RoyceLeatherGifts.com.

Luxury and sophisticated styling describe Royce Leather’s Saffiano leather collection of personal accessories.

---

**Fully Inflatable Travel Booster Seat**

WITH AIRTUSHI, OAKTHRIFT HAS DESIGNED THE ultimate travel highchair: padded backrest, padded seat, padded semi rigid sides to prevent sideways topping, and rigid front bumper bar to help the child sit up. Bonus: Compact and lightweight, this self-supporting booster is designed to be used with an airplane seat and lap belt. It has a twin air valve system for fast optimized inflation and rapid deflation when on the go. Once you reach your destination, Airtushi becomes a useful highchair accessory for self-catering accommodation and for restaurant use where highchairs are not readily available. Suitable for children from ages six months plus to three years, Airtushi is 100% wipe clean and quick drying. MSRP $34.99. For more information, visit www.Oakthrift.com.
**New ElectroLight Collection for Lewis N. Clark®**

L.C. INDUSTRIES, INC.’S NEW LEWIS N. Clark ElectroLight™ Collection is made with vibrant, fresh color schemes, ultra-lightweight materials and exceptional stitching – and the ability to pack down into a special bonus ditty bag. Featuring 10 new products, the collection includes a Backpack, Duffle, Sling Pack, Stuff Sack and Ditty Bag whose signature quality is the ability to pack down compactly into itself. The bags easily accommodate small gear for camping, backpacking, sports and travel, and are ideal for day trips and carrying on. The Expandable Packing Cubes organize clothes and prevent wrinkling. The Toiletry Kit is water-resistant and non-slip and the Waist Stash and Neck Stash are practical ways to keep valuables safe and close-at-hand. MSRP $7.99-$34.99. For more information about this collection, visit www.LCIBrands.com.

**Larger Than Life Character Inspires Fun Luggage**

LUGGAGE...FUN? OF COURSE! THE HABLANDO SOLA line of designer luggage, bags and backpacks from ATM Luggage is not only whimsical, it is also inspiring. Brought to life in books by Daniela Rivera Zacarías, Hablando Sola speaks to a generation of young girls and women. ATM Luggage has in turn brought these stories to life on colorful pieces of luggage that will make any journey more fun and lively. Constructed of a lightweight polycarbonate hardshell case, the fully lined bags have an interior mesh divider, a 360° 4-wheel system and built-in TSA-accepted lock. MSRP $599.99/3-piece set. For more information, visit www.ATMLuggage.com.

**Ebony Elegance in a Versatile Travel Bag**

PAIRING INDUSTRIAL METALWARE AND SENSIBLE top-stitching with luxurious leather, Clark & Mayfield’s Morrison 14.4” Leather Laptop Handbag is ready to tackle all types of conditions, meetings and personalities. It easily holds a laptop and/or iPad and eReader in a fully padded pocket and has generous pockets for tucking away provisions, including an outside purse pocket for cell phone, pens and boarding pass. Carry this ambidextrous bag as a tote or messenger and take it on travels by slipping it right over your rolling luggage. MSRP $250. Learn more about this handbag at www.ClarkandMayfield.com.

**Style Plus Safety in Pacsafe Bag**

PACSAFE’S SLEEK, LIGHTWEIGHT, NO-NONSENSE travel handbag, the Citysafe LS100, comes with plenty of style. Packed with uber organization – like a secret jewelry pocket, a zippered iPad/tablet compatible sleeve, zippered compartments and key clip and wallet ring – all you must-have essentials will be easy to find. Bonus: The bag’s unique anti-theft features, including eXomesh® slashguards, Carrysafe® slash-guard strap, Smart Zipper Security, Turn & Lock security hook and RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket, help protect it from falling into the wrong hands. Available in January, this bag comes in apricot and has a pinstripe lining. MSRP $100. Visit www.Pacsafe.com to see the bag and its features.

**World’s First eGeeTouch® Smart Luggage Lock Component**

MANUFACTURERS TAKE NOTE: DIGIPAS USA’s patented eGeeTouch® Smart Luggage Lock was named a 2015 CES Innovation Awards Honoree in the “Tech for Better World” category for outstanding innovation, engineering design and positive impact in enhancing the quality of life for the increasingly mobile worldwide travelers. What’s the difference? This TSA-accepted component is embedded with state-of-the-art proximity-access security technology, requiring no key, no digit-wheel dials and no code-memorizing to safeguard travelers’ personal belongings in their luggage. Its multiple access methods enable users to use their own

*Continued on page 62*
Intelligent Tools in a Smartphone Case

NAFTALI'S INWARD SMART CASE (MSRP $49.99), a hard-shelled case that fits onto the back of the iPhone 5/5S, packs a little something extra for you: an Electronic Lighter that provides a flameless light when you need it and comes with a rechargeable battery via USB, which holds up to 100 lights on a full charge. Additionally, you can get a powerful listening experience from your iPhone with Inward Earphones. The built-in microphone allows you to make and take calls with the earphones as well as listen to music – no need to take your iPhone out of your pocket. Finally, the Inward 8GB Flash Drive provides extra storage space for your iPhone. Also new from Naftali is the iPlanet Extendable Handheld Bluetooth Selfie Stick Monopod for Apple and Android Devices ($29.95). Ideal for travel and video blogging, taking selfies and group photos that include the photographer, it is made of steel and comes in black, green, blue and pink. To see the products in action, visit www.NaftaliInc.com and www.InwardSmartCase.com.

Packable Lightweight Companion

MINIMALIST STYLE. TECHNICAL DESIGN. The 26L Yoga Sport Duffle from High Sierra's Pack-N-Go Collection gives you everything you need, nothing you don't: a 26-liter main compartment with large, zippered opening; adjustable over-shoulder webbing strap; front zippered accessory pocket; pass-through for easily carrying a yoga mat; dual top webbing carry handles; and single poly mesh side pocket for a water bottle. Best of all, this duffle, made of nylon square rip-stop and 420d polyester, stuffs into a makeup pouch for easy storage and display at retail. MSRP $59.99. For more information, visit www.shop.HighSierra.com.

Pack-Along Foot Massager

IMAGINE: A LAPTOP CASE WITH FOOT massager designed for long distance travelers. The LEGGAGE offers a sleek design, contoured angles and an elegant surface finish in a patent-pending polycarbonate laptop case with an exterior surfaced created to give comfort to your feet and improve your circulation. There are nine different massage positions, from low-angle footrest and massage to high-angle footrest and massage. A pass-through Quick Access pocket slides over luggage handles and a dedicated inside zipper pocket holds chargers and power cords. MSRP $79.95. Visit www.LEGGAGE.com for details.

Cabrelli Rolls Out Latest Models

GIVING WOMEN EXECUTIVES AN EDGE are Cabrelli's latest carry-on size top-zip Rollerbriefs: the 71.5005U, with two side pockets and a front zip pocket, comes in embossed croco PVC in black, cobalt and red; the 715007U sports a front flap pocket with turn lock and comes in printed embossed shiny PVC in black/white, black/cobalt and black/red; and the 715008U, with two side pockets, comes in textured PVC in taupe/multi and black/white. Each bag features responsive in-line wheels and fits a 15.6" laptop and tablets of any size. MSRP $160. To learn more about Cabrelli's latest items, visit www.Cabrelli.net.

Corporate and classy, it's Cabrelli's latest collection of fashion-forward Rollerbriefs.
Fashion, Function Unite in Lightweight Hardside

MADE WITH 100% POLYCARBONATE AND PROVIDING MAXIMUM packing capacity in a svelte bag is DELSEY’s Helium Titanium in a convenient 19” size. Showing off DELSEY’s award-winning hardside exterior pocket, this case has a padded sleeve for up to a 15.6” laptop and two additional mesh pockets for travel documents or electronics. It also expands two inches to accommodate gifts, souvenirs and any other items collected over the holidays. Amenities include a fully lined interior with a zipped divider on one side for his and hers packing; zippered pockets for accessories; and four sets of Perfect Roll™ double spinner wheels that put zero weight on arms. It is available in graphite, silver and black cherry. MSRP $360. To see this case, available this winter, visit www.shop.DELSEY.us.

New Fabric Treatment with Classic Outdoor Color Cues

HEX PUT A NEW SPIN ON A CLASSIC OUTDOOR COLOR PALETTE that looks modern and clean but will age with use to achieve an heirloom patina. Meet the Legion Collection in water-resistant, premium canvas-twill, a seven-piece selection of bags and sleeves with padded and fleece-lined storage for both tablets and laptops, plus additional pockets for phones and more. Featuring warm brown trim on the exterior and the HEX signature logo lining in rich burgundy on the interior, this tight collection includes a Laptop Duffle, slimline Alliance Backpack, Laptop Tote, Overnight Travel Bag and Sleeves for MacBook Pro (or similar sized laptops). Retails range from $39.95 to $139.95. To see the full line, visit www.ShopHex.com.

Sea to Summit Unveils Spring Collection

AVAILABLE IN MARCH 2015 WILL BE THE TRAVELLINGLIGHT Tablet Sleeve, sporting a slim profile design that provides great protection in a minimalist package. High density EVA foam padding encased in strong, water-resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric keeps electronics from iPads to eReaders safe. MSRP $19.95/small; $21.95/large. Also available will be the TravellingLight Laptop Sleeve in 11” and 13” models and featuring an EVA foam panel behind the zipper to provide shock protection to all edges of the laptop and improve the sleeve’s water-resistance. A nylon-covered access port on the edge allows the laptop to be charged while zipped inside the sleeve. MSRP $24.95/11”; $29.95/13”. For more information, visit www.SeaToSummit.com.

Perfect Piece for Cruises and Extended Vacations

LOJEL DEBUTS ITS STREAMLINE COLLECTION (22” CARRY-on, 27.5”, 33”), innovative and versatile spinner luggage with Advanced PP™, a proprietary blend of polypropylene formulated to withstand below-zero temperatures. This case has large-volume capacity, a super-sized trolley handle, convenient TSA-accepted lock system, quiet removable running casters and safe and strong double coil zippers. The strong burst-free double coil zippers prevent the case from breaking open even when over-packed. The handle, locks and trolley are designed to retract, leaving all surfaces flush with nothing to catch onto when surrounded by other objects. Cases have a smooth and effortless Hinomoto wheel system and come in eight cool colors. MSRP $189.95/$229.95/$269.95. Visit www.Lojel.com for details.
Samsonite Masters the Art of Movement

WITH ITS NEW SILHOUETTE® SPHERE II FEATURING FOUR SPLIT Spherical Spinner Wheels, Samsonite gives travelers the ultimate in control and turning ability. Each half of the Sphere Wheel can move independently in the same or opposite direction to comfortably allow rolling over uneven or smooth surfaces alike with the same effortless motion; and both roll upright so there is no weight on your arm or shoulder. The best news? Silhouette Sphere II is offered in both softside and hard-side collections. The former has SamGuard™ protection, a rugged tri-core nylon fabric with a water-resistant coating; the latter is made of Bayer Makrolon® polycarbonate with a flush-mounted Travel Sentry® combination lock. Both offer textured TPR-coated, gel-infused push-button locking handles and a color palette of cypress green, twilight blue and black. MSRP $99.99-329.99. To see the individual pieces in both collections, available in January, visit www.Samsonite.com.

New Belly Band from Travel Safe Products

UNDERTECH UNDERCOVER-TRAVEL ANNOUNCES A NEW FEATHER-Lite fabric in its popular travel-specific line of belly bands. Machine-washable and hypo-allergenic, this Belly Band contains multiple, uniquely shaped pockets to comfortably carry a wide variety of items — from wallets to watches, credit cards to cash. UnderTech Undercover concealed carry clothing is in daily use by the men and women of the FBI, Secret Service and Homeland Security, as well as law enforcement officers from around the world; and UnderTech Undercover-Travel utilizes the same fabrics and advanced tailoring techniques for products specifically designed to protect personal belongings wherever, whenever and whatever the person is wearing. MSRP $39.95. For more information, visit www.TravelSafeProducts.com.

Travelpro Launches State-of-the-Art Crew™

THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF DURABILITY, TECHNOLOGY AND serious style for today’s frequent travelers, Travelpro’s Crew™ 10 Hardside Spinner Collection in 100% polycarbonate features the patented PowerScope Extension Handle that minimizes wobble and has stops at 38” and 42.5”. The roomy main compartment expands up to 2” to maximize space and a deluxe hold-down system secures clothing while keeping it wrinkle-free, offering mesh pockets for extra storage and easy-to-adjust straps with Duraflex® anti-break buckles. The entire collection is available in both merlot and black, and is backed by a lifetime warranty on materials and workmanship. MSRP $400-$600. For additional information on this collection or other Travelpro lines of luggage, visit www.Travelpro or contact Howard Miller at Howard@gohrmc.com or 305-573-0882.

Hardworking Style with New NosiLife Collection

CRAGHOPPERS WORLD TRAVEL CLOTHING BUTTONS UP ITS NosiLife Adventure Collection for Spring 2015 — tested and guaranteed to beat the heat as well as biting insects. Highlights in menswear include the easy-care Havana Jacket (MSRP $120) with nine onboard storage pockets and a Dry Bag in one of the pockets; the Belay Shirt ($60-$70) with streamlined hot-climate styling incorporating NosiLife insect repellent technology and SolarShield; and the Cargo Trousers ($85), with cooling waistband with double button waist, drying loops and nine pockets.

Highlights from the women’s line includes the first NosiLife Gilet for women ($80) with figure-flattering stud fastening back waist adjusters and eight pockets; the fresh and summery sun-protective Diara Shirt ($80) with cooling collar, roll-up sleeves and two pockets, including a hidden zippered security pocket; the clas-
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New Address for Safari Ltd.
SAFARI LTD. HAS MOVED. THE COMPANY’S NEW ADDRESS IS 5960 Miami Lakes Dr., Miami Lakes, FL 33014. The phone numbers, 800-554-6414 and 305-621-1000, remain the same.

Heritage Travelware Moving
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 9, 2015, HERITAGE TRAVELWARE LTD. WILL HAVE a new address: 650 E. Algonquin Rd., Ste. 300, Schaumburg, IL 60173; 630-752-1930/phone.
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Seeking Experienced Independent Sales Reps
Well established manufacturer of lightweight luggage, duffles, briefcases and waterproof packing items needs experienced independent sales reps with a good reputation and connections in retail stores, travel stores, airport stores and big box stores. Many territories are open, including all of California, Texas, Las Vegas, Washington, Georgia, Illinois and most of the Midwest. Excellent commission! Please fax resume to 212-759-5238, Attention: Gary Gentry.

Seasoned Sales Reps Sought
Dejuno has a rich history in the travelware industry with over 20 years of experience. Our company specializes in the manufacturing and distribution of luggage for both discerning professionals and the everyday traveler. We proudly operate in numerous territories across the country and continue our journey to grow. As we continue to expand, we seek illustrious applicants who exude unquestionable leadership and managerial experience. We warmly welcome seasoned sales reps with a desire to spearhead growth as well as qualified individuals to join our in-house sales team. Our highly attractive compensation structure awaits distinguished applicants. Interested candidates should contact Allan at Allan.Gao@Dejuno.com.